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OVERVIEW

Attractive country house with communal pool set in a
hamlet in the vineyards of Penedes close to Sitges.
This attractively restored country house is part of a complex with 3 other houses all
originally part of a large country house with a medieval tower.
The front door takes us into the entrance hall with the spacious wooden and ceramic
handbuilt kitchen to the left and generous sized living and dining room to the right.
There is also a WC on this floor.
The stairs lead us up to the first floor where we find 2 generous sized double
bedrooms and 1 single bedroom, all with built-in cupboards and beautiful views. The
family bathroom completes this floor.
The outside facilities, garden, salt water pool and BBQ pit are shared with the other 3
houses.
This property is perfect for somebody wanting an authentic but fully renovated
country property either as a main home or a second home as well as a great
investment as the property has a tourist licence.
Please note it is possible to buy another of these houses or the whole complex at an
attractive discounted price.
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Mountain views, Swimming pool,
Natural light, Period Building,
Period features, Vineyards, Barbecue,
Built-in wardrobes, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Fireplace,
Heating, Views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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